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The prediction of the seismic behavior of structures during earthquake has always
been an important concern for earthquake and structural engineers. In addition to
earthquakes, the behavior of soil and its effects on seismic responses of structure,
also known as Soil-Structure Interaction (SSI), make this problem more complicated.
For this purpose, today, many investigations are focusing on soil role in seismic
behavior of structures. In this study, the seismic behavior of steel structures with
various heights under the SSI effect have been studied. For this purpose, three steel
structures including 9, 15 and 20 story frames were modeled using Opensees.
Besides, their  seismic behaviors under different base conditions including
fixed base and on three different types of soil (B, C and D) under 11 bedrock
earthquakes were also investigated using the direct method. The responses in two
terms including story shear and story drift were also investigated.
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ABSTRACT

1. Introduction

The prediction of seismic behavior of structures
during earthquakes can significantly reduce fatalities
and  financial damages. Many efforts have been
conducted by structural and earthquake engineers
in order to find appropriate ways to enhance this
knowledge. However, it is difficult to predict these
behaviors due to the complexities of the nature of
earthquakes. Aside from earthquakes, one of the
most important parameters that should be considered
is soil. Investigations show that the fixed base
structure hypothesis, that is prevalent in calculating
seismic responses of structures, is not reasonable
when the soil under the structure is soft and flexible.
It happens due to the inability of the foundation to
conform to the free-field motion and the effect of
structure on soil during ground motions [1].

The soil may significantly change final responses
because it can increase damping and elongate the
period of the considered system. The intensity of
the soil-structure interaction effect on structural
responses hinges on many parameters such as soil
and structure relative stiffness and the slender ratio
of structure. However, studies have been shown
that structures with fundamental periods between
0.3 and 1 seconds are more sensitive in comparison
with other structures [2]. Although, for those groups
of structures that have been found on soil with shear
wave velocity lower than 600 m/s, interaction
between soil and structure may modify seismic
responses more than other cases especially for
moment resisting frames [3-4].

There are two conventional methods to solve
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SSI problems [5]. The first approach is the direct
method wherein the soil and structure elements
are modeled as a unified system. The direct method
is suitable in analyzing nonlinear and complex
problems, but it is time-consuming and needs
powerful processors for solving procedures. By use
of this method, Karapetrou et al. [6] displayed
the effects of soil depth and stratigraphy on the
seismic response of concrete moment resisting
structures. Krishnamoorthy and Anita [7] also
studied the seismic responses of an isolated
structure with linear elastic behavior considering
soil-structure interaction using the direct method.
In another study, Tabatabaiefar et al. [8] investigated
the effect of soil-structure interaction on seismic
behavior of mid-rise reinforced concrete moment
resisting frames by using the FLAC2D programs.
Matinmanesh and Saleh Asheghabadi [9] studied
the effects of soil type, the frequency content of
earthquake and the height of the structure on seismic
responses of concrete frames. In another research,
Tabatabaiefar and Massumi [10] analyzed the
seismic behavior of reinforced concrete frames
during four earthquakes considering soil-structure
interaction using the direct method.

The second approach, named substructure
method, calculates soil and structure responses
separately and prepares the final results using the
superposition principle. This method is faster
than the direct method, but does not show good
performance in nonlinear problems due to the
nature of the superposition principle. To eliminate
this limitation for shallow foundations, the beam on
nonlinear Winkler foundation was introduced [11-
13], which has shown acceptable performance in
nonlinear problems. Rajeev and Tesfamariam [14],
by the help of the substructure method, investigated
the fragility curves of non-ductile reinforced concrete
frames using the Opensee software and showed the
effect of soil and foundation parameters on final
responses of soil-structure system during different
ground motions. In another study, Behnamfar
and Banizade [15] analyzed the behavior of
concrete structures with two different lateral load
bearing systems (moment frame and shear wall
systems) considering soil-structure interaction.
Raychowdhury [16] used the substructure method
to display the effects of soil parameters including

cohesion, friction angle, shear modulus, Poisson's
ratio, and unit weight on seismic responses of low
rise steel frames. The substructure method was also
used by Minasidis et al. [17] in order to determine
fault mechanisms and SSI roles in seismic demands
of steel moment resisting frames.

Recently, a new method named the macro
element method was introduced to simulate soil-
structure interaction problems. This approach was
introduced by Nova and Montrasio [18] and used
by Paolucci [19] for geotechnical problems for the
first time. This method considers soil medium as
divided by near and far-field. In this way, Grange
et al. [20] introduced a macro element for shallow
foundations, which could calculate the non-linear
behavior of soil and the foundation uplift, to simulate
the seismic behavior of soil-structure interaction
models. The proposed macro element, after
validation with parametric and experimental
studies, showed suitable performance to model
SSI problems. In another study, Grange et al. [21]
used a macro element to obtain the seismic response
of concrete viaducts under various soil conditions
and showed the ability of the macro element method
to solve these types of problems.

Aside from the mentioned approaches, data
based methods were recently used by researchers
as well. Farfani et al. [22] used Artificial Neural
Networks and Support Vector Machines methods
in order to model SSI and compared the obtained
results with the outputs of Finite Element models.
Pala et al. [23] studied the ability of Artificial Neural
Networks to simulate soil-structure interaction
problems too. They used outputs of the SAP2000
program to train, test and validate the mentioned
networks. They showed that the data based method
can also be useful in SSI problems.

There are also many experimental studies about
SSI effects. Xiong et al. [24] investigated about the
effects of structure to soil relative stiffness and
mass ratio on structural responses using 1/4-scale
steel frames. For this purpose, they studied the
behavior of 34 frames (17 frames in two direction)
with different values of mass and stiffness and
measured the fundamental periods of structures.
In another study, Hokmabadi et al. [25] studied the
behavior of structures during three different base
conditions (fixed base, shallow foundation and pile
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foundation on soft soil) using laminar soil container
and compared the results with numerical models.

In this study, the direct method was used to
solve a soil-structure interaction problem. In this
method, soils and structures are modeled as a
unified system and analyzed simultaneously.
Opensees [26], as a finite element software, was
used to simulate a soil-structure problem. Three 2D
steel moment resisting frames including 9, 15 and 20
story buildings have been modeled. Panel zones
were modeled in the connection area between
columns and beams and the nonlinearity of structure
during earthquake was considered too. The soils
were modeled as elastoplastic materials and
appropriate boundary conditions were used to
simulate the soil media. Finally, the seismic behavior
of structures under 11 earthquakes and different
base conditions was investigated through dynamic
time history analyses. The results have been shown
in two terms including story shear and story drift for
all structures.

2. Numerical Modeling

2.1. Structures

Three steel moment resisting frames that have
been designed by Karavasilis et al. [27] were used
in this study. These structures include 9, 15 and 20
story two-dimensional frames with various section
sizes. EC3 [28] and EC8 [29] were used to design
these frames and gravity loads and yield stress of
material were considered equal to 27.5 kN/m and
235 MPa, respectively. In addition, soil class B
according to EC8 [29] and peak ground acceleration
equal to 0.35 g were other assumptions in the
design procedure. As a result, HEB and IPE
sections with various dimensions were chosen for
columns and beams, respectively. The mentioned
structures have been modeled in three bay frames
when the width of each bay is equal to 5 meters and
typical height of stories has been assumed at 3

Table 1. Characteristics of structures.

meters. Table (1) shows the characteristics of the
structures:

For example, the meaning of 340-360 (1) is the
columns of first story are HEB340 and the beams
are IPE360.

Besides, Figure (1) shows the 9-story structure
schematically.

In order to show the nonlinear behavior of
structures, plastic hinges were considered. For this
purpose, instead of original prismatic beam that
has six degrees of freedom, a modified prismatic
beam with eight degrees of freedom by help of
two semi rigid rotational springs were used where
the springs were modeled by Bilin material [30].
Figures (2) and (3) show the modified beam and
the moment-rotation behavior of the Bilin material,
respectively.

Figure 1. 9-story structure.

Figure 2. Modified prismatic beam with eight degree of free-
doms.
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The  ,y cM M  and rM  parameters in Figure (3)
indicate the effective yield strength moment, capping
strength moment for monotonic loading and residual
strength moment, respectively, when eK  is effective
stiffness. In addition, effective yield rotation, capping
rotation for monotonic loading, post capping rotation
capacity, and ultimate rotation capacity have been
shown with , , ,y y pcθ θ θ  and ,uθ  respectively..

For making more realistic models, panel zones
were modeled too. A panel zone is a quadrilateral
area that is encompassed between the column web
and the extension of beam flange line in connection
point. Panel zone should transfer the moments
between beams and columns and its role is more
important when lateral loads are applied to structure.
Mathematical relations to determine ultimate shear
capacity and yield shear strength of panel zones
were suggested in previous studies separately [31-
34]. There are three prevalent models to simulate
the behavior of panel zones. These models that
show good conformability in elastic regions named
bi-linear, tri-linear and quadric-linear models. The
main difference between these models relates to the
inelastic parts of them. In this study, tri-linear
model has been used. Figure (4) shows the behavior
of considered panel zone, where yM  and ,y P ELM −

are elastic and post-elastic yield moments of
panel zone which are calculated by the following
equations:

.y ELM K= γ                                                      (1)

2

,
3.12

. . 1 fc fc
y P EL v b y

v b

b tM A d
A d−

 
= τ + 

 
                     (2)

Figure 3. Moment-rotation behavior of Bilin material. Figure 4. tri-linear behavior of panel zone.

where vA  is shear area, yτ  is yield shear stress, bd
is the height of beam, and fcb  and fct  are the width
and thickness of column flange. ,EL P ELK K −  and

SHK are elastic, post-elastic and strain hardening
stiffness, respectively.

The structure of panel zones was modeled using
eight rigid elements with pinned connections and one
rotational spring. Figure (5) shows considered panel
zone schematically:

The foundation was not designed, and a beam
with high rigidity was used to connect the structure
to the soil. Between the mentioned beam and soil no
interface element was used, and they were connected
together by typical nodal connections based on
previous researches [6, 35-36].

2.2. Soil Model

Soil is a semi-infinite half space that makes
modeling it harder than other parts due to its special
nature. The soil medium should prevent reflecting
output waves towards the computing environment.
Hence, boundary conditions play a crucial role in

Figure 5. The modeled panel zone.
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soil modeling. Various conditions were presented
by different researchers in order to introduce a
suitable boundary. For this purpose, Gutierrez and
Chopra [37] used preliminary boundaries as lateral
conditions. The main problem of these boundaries,
which is obvious in dynamic analysis, is their dis-
ability to absorb output waves and depreciate them.
Therefore, when using this boundary condition, in
order to increase the accuracy, the dimensions
of modeled soil should be increased, and it can
significantly increase the volume of calculations.
One of the more practical boundary conditions for
lateral boundaries have been presented by Lysmer
and Kuhlemeyer [38]. In this method, dashpots with
a specified coefficient are used in order to reduce
the volume of output wave reflection through
dissipating them. White et al. [39] applied some
changes in the Lysmer boundary coefficient and
increased the ability of this type of boundary to
absorb output waves. Besides, Zienkiewicz et al. [40]
introduced a type of boundary wherein free-field
columns were used. In addition, other boundary
conditions like the infinite element and the kelvin
element have been used as lateral boundaries [41-
43]. According to previous studies, the rigid condition
has been recognized as an appropriate assumption
for the bottom boundary and many researchers used
that for soil models [44-47]. In the soil modeling
procedure, the dimensions of the soil medium is
important, which also shares a direct relationship
with boundary conditions. Ghosh and Wilson [48] in
their studies, suggested a length and a depth for soil
medium which were 3 to 4 times and 2 to 3 times
of the foundation radius, respectively. In other in-
vestigations, Reyhani and El Naggar [49] concluded
that using a distance which is at least equal to five
times of the structure width can be appropriate. They
also recommended a 30-meter depth for soil medium.

In this study, the depth of the basic soil model
has been assumed as 30 meters and the distance of
the lateral boundaries from each other are consi-
dered 10 times that of structure width. The thickness
of soil model based on previous studies [50-51], was
considered 5 meters. In this model, two free-field
columns that are much thicker than soil medium
were used as two lateral boundaries. Aside from
that, the width of each column element is considered
5 times that of adjacent elements. The reason for
the changes in the surrounding columns is to simulate

the free-field behavior. Additionally, a Lysmer
dashpot, in  horizontal direction, was used in the
bottom corner of soil model at the left side in order
to account for the finite rigidity of the underlying
half-space. The governing equations of this type of
dashpots are:

  pa v wσ = ρ &                                                       (3)

  sb v uτ = ρ &                                                          (4)

where σ, τ, vp and vs are normal stress, shear stress,
velocity of P and S waves, respectively. w

i

 and u
i

indicate normal and shear component of velocity at
boundary and ρ is mass density of the material. a
and b are two parameters whose duty is reducing
reflected waves as much as possible and whose
values depend on incident wave angles. Lysmer and
Kuhlemeyer proposed 1 as the values of these
parameters while the angles of incident waves are
greater than 30 degrees.

The dimensions of soil model meshes, in order to
increase the accuracy of calculations, were chosen
so that the distance of any two nodes is not more
than the obtained value out of the following
equation [52]:

max10
vh
f

≤                                                           (5)

where h is the distance between two adjacent
nodes, v is the lowest shear wave velocity and fmax
is the highest relevant frequency of model. The
value of fmax for this study has been considered
equal to 10 based on previous study [52]. Besides,
in order to increase the accuracy of the model,
distances between the nodes became smaller, in
both horizontal and vertical direction, when they
approach to structure. Four-node elements, which
have two degrees of freedom for each node, were
used and the plain strain condition was considered.

In this study, three different types of soil (B, C
and D based on Euro code) were used. Their
properties have been shown in Table (2).

From Table (2), the values of the shear and bulk
moduli were calculated based on the following
equations:

2G V= ρ                                                          (6)

( )
( )

2 (1 )
3 1 2
G

B
+ µ

=
− µ                                                 (7)
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where G and B are shear and bulk moduli and τ, V
and µ indicate mass density, shear wave velocity
and Poisson's ratio, respectively.

3. Input Motions

For this study, 11 different ground motions were
used as input motions. These ground motions were
selected from a previous work [53] and downloaded
on the European Strong-Motion Database (http://
www.isesd.hi.is). Table (3) shows the properties of
ground motions.

Table (3) shows that the selected ground
motions have a magnitude range between 5.8 and
6.9 and ranging radiuses from 5 to 30 km. For
seismic analysis, the Peak Ground Accelerations
(PGAs) of all these motions were scaled to 0.3 g.
After that, ground motions were applied to models
in three different conditions:
1. For the first condition, all scaled motions were

applied to the base of the fixed base structures
directly. This means that there is no soil model
and structures have been found on hard rock (fix).

2. In the second condition, all of the scaled ground
motions were filtered by modeled soil media.
Afterwards, obtained acceleration time histories
at the top of the soils were used as input motions
for the fixed base structures. This procedure
reveals the site effects on the structural re-
sponses (soil type - fix).

Table 2. Properties of soils.

Table 3. Input motions.

3. In the third and final condition, structures and
soils were modeled, and scaled ground motions
were applied at the bottom of soil media. In this
condition, the complete SSI effect can be studied
(soil type-SSI).
Figure (6) shows different conditions for applying

input motions to structures.
The dynamic analyses of SSI models, under

mentioned conditions, were conducted and results
have been reported in the following sections.

4. Model Validation

The response of the soil model was compared
with the obtained result out of a centrifuge test
which was conducted by Hashash et al. [54]. For
this purpose, the condition of a certain soil under
the Loma Prieta earthquake was simulated by
Hashash et al. [54] and the surface Pesudo Spectral
Acceleration (PSA) of that has been compared
with the corresponding value of the numerical
model, which was used in this study. The soil
parameters of the Opensees model have been
shown in Table (4).

Figure (7) shows the comparison between the
obtained PSA out of the centrifuge test and Opensees
model. As it is obvious, the output of numerical
model displayed good accordance with the result of
experimental test.

In other case, a real event was investigated and

http://www.isesd.hi.is)
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Figure 6. Different conditions of the analysis.

Figure 7. Comparison between experimental and Opensees
outputs.

Table 4. The modeled soil used by Hashash et al [54 ].

the results of that were compared with the simulated
output of soil model. For this purpose, the informa-
tion of Gilroy 1 and Gilroy 2 stations were used.
The Gilroy 1 station has recorded the Loma Prieta
earthquake data from the bedrock while Gilroy 2
station did that on the soil layers. For modeling, the
equivalent soil layer data was obtained from the
previous study [1]. Situations of the stations have
been shown in Figure (8) schematically. The soil
surface PSAs of the Opensees model and Gilroy 2
station have been shown in Figure (9).

The results show good behavior for simulated
soil media and displays suitable accuracy.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Site Effect on Input Motion

At first, a comparison was conducted to show
the effect of different soil media on the input
motions. For this purpose, 0.3 g scaled motions
were applied to the bottom of different soil media
and the PSAs on the surface of each medium were
recorded. Finally, the average value of the surface

Figure 8. Base conditions in Gilroy 1 and Gilroy 2 stations.

Figure 9. Comparison between real event and Opensees
outputs.
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Figure 10. Average of pseudo spectral accelerations on
the surface of each soil.

PSAs for each soil were calculated. Figure (10)
shows the average of pseudo spectral accelerations
on the surface of each soil.

Figure (10) shows that the maximum value of
PSA happened in harder soil (soil B) and the
minimum value occurred at soft soil (soil D). It is
also obvious that when the soil became softer, the
larger value could be observed for higher periods.
Table (5) shows the maximum of pseudo spectral
accelerations and peak ground accelerations for
different conditions.

Table (5) shows that the values of PGA and
maximum PSA have decreased by soil softening.
This phenomenon can be justified by the concept of
soil damping and stiffness. Softer soil has lower
stiffness and consequently shows higher damping
ability and because of that, it can dissipate the
energy of input motions more than harder soil.
Results obviously show that how the softer soil
increase the effective period domain of PSA.

5.2. Structural Story Shear

One of the most important parameters in
structural design is the story shears of the structure.
For this reason, the values of story shears for
different structures under the mentioned conditions
for input motions were calculated. Finally, the
average of story shear values for each one of

Table 5. Maximum of PSA and PGA values of different soil
condition.

Figure 12. Story shear values for 15-story structure in different
conditions.

Figure 11. Story shear values for 9-story structure in different
conditions.

conditions were reported through Figures (11)
to (13).

Figures (11) to  (13) show that when the scaled
input motion without site and SSI effects are used
(first case), the obtained story shears were lower
than that for other conditions. Additionally, when
the second (site effect) and third (SSI effect) cases
were compared, the results showed that the values
of story shears decreases when the SSI is completely
calculated in comparison with the corresponding
values when only the site effect is considered.
Table (6) shows the reduction factors of base shears
for different soils and structures.
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Table 6. Reduction factors of base shears.

Figure 13. Story shear values for 20-story structure in different
conditions.

Figure 14. Drift values for 9-story structure in different
conditions.

Figure 15. Drift values for 15-story structure in different
conditions.

Figure 16. Drift values for 20-story structure in different
conditions.

5.2. Story Drift
Another important parameter for designers is

drift. Drift is the relevant angle between adjacent
floors. Drift values in this study have been calculated
based on the following equation:

1  i idrift
h

+ −
=

∆ ∆
                                                 (8)

where 1 i +∆  and  i∆  are the displacement of upper
and lower floors, respectively, and h is the height
of story. It should be noted that the effects of
rocking were not removed and the mentioned values
for drifts include it. Figures (14) to (16) show
obtained drifts out of different conditions:

Results show that the drift values in the first case
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are minimum. This was predictable, as shown in
Figure (10), that soil can intensify the bedrock
motion significantly. After the comparison between
the second and third cases, it was determined
that the drift values out of the site effect case are
mostly higher than the corresponding values for
SSI cases. The drift ratio depends on the com-
bination of base shear and rocking effects. In the
presence of soil, base shear mostly decreases
while rocking increases. In these models, it seems
that the effect of base shear reduction was more
than rocking and because of that the SSI models
have been shown lower drifts. It is also obvious that
the maximum drifts have increased when the soil
became softer. This shows that the consideration of
SSI is more important for softer soils.

6. Conclusion

In this study, three steel structures with different
heights were analyzed during eleven ground
motions and their seismic behaviors in two different
terms including structural drift and story shear have
been reported. Panel zones were modeled to increase
the model accuracy and different conditions have
been considered for the base of structures. The
following results have been concluded in this study:
v When the soil became softer, the corresponding

PGA have decreased. It could happen due to the
reduction  of stiffness that usually leads to more
damping. Besides, it was obvious that softer soil
increase the effective period domain of PSA.

v In all cases, it was obvious that the drifts have
increased when the soil became softer. As
shown in the graphs, soil D shows the greatest
values of drifts for all structures and after that
soil C and soil B were located, respectively. It
may justify by increasing the base shear and
rocking when the soil become softer. All studied
structures had fundamental period in the area
that softer soils show greater PSAs, and it is
expected that softer soil makes greater base
shears.

v Changing the soil type can also modify the drift
pattern and it is more obvious for taller structures.
Soil D made greater range of drift values for
different floors of a certain structure and it was
more obvious for taller structures.

v During the study about different base conditions,

all demands show a reduction during SSI con-
ditions in comparison with the corresponding
fixed base models, but minimum values belonged
to the fixed base model with bedrock motion.
This shows that in the same condition, using the
bedrock motion is not suitable for a structure
when it has been found on soft soil.

v This study showed that considering soil-structure
interaction can be beneficial in some cases and
could reduce seismic demands and subsequently
lead to more affordable designs.
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